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Overall assessment
Hans Muster

Your personal health assessment is based entirely on the details provided in the online
questionnaire. Points were awarded for each detail, which were later added together
and the total number of points expressed as a percentage. The first page shows an
overview of the main groups and the following pages include the detailed assessment
of the various groups of questions. Those question answered by indicating a strong
emphasis on some aspect (positive or negative) will be replied to with specific
indications as to resources and possible potentials.

We wish you all well and good health!

Medium
Need for action
Your total score

is
57 %

Health Atti-
tude 60 %

Energy level 52 %

Mental Stress 57 %

Productivity 58 %

improvable moderate medium good very good
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Detailed evaluation Hans Muster

Health Attitude
Our health behaviour today determines how our health develops and its future state.
Health behaviour is made up of exercise and diet, our ability to relax and regenerate
and our success at finding a balance between work and leisure.

Your score of Health Attitude
is 60 %

Exercise
Habits

74 %

Nutrition
Habits

29 %

Regeneration 78 %

Balance 58 %

improvable moderate medium good very good

You do that well

+ You feel like you are currently in good shape and mobile. Just half an hour of exercise a day is enough
to feel fit and healthy.

+ Through your regular activities you are keeping fit and reducing your risk of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes type 2, overweight, osteoporosis, high blood pressure and back pain. Just half an hour of
exercise a day is enough. (Source: Dr. med. Simone Erni: Nie zu spät für Bewegung. Senso, 2/2008)

+ Your sleep, the most important source of regeneration, is restorative and gives you energy – make
sure it stays that way.

This is where your potential lies

– After lunch you often feel tired and worn-out. The reason might be that your lunch is weighing you
down. It’s better to eat light at lunchtime, for example a meal consisting of a salad, vegetables and a
lean protein source (e.g. fish). For more information on 'energy-packed' foods, see www.fitimjob.ch
--> Downloads.

– You are finding it hard to bear up under the double strain of job and family. In the long run, this can
cause physical (chronic fatigue, sleep disturbances) and mental (loss of motivation, depression)
problems. What options do you have available around you for easing your burden?
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Detailed evaluation Hans Muster

Energy level
Our energy level reveals our personal sense of well-being and vitality. The amount of
energy we have is decisive for how we feel physically and mentally. It is regarded as a
good indicator for our momentary state of health and shows where untapped potential
might lie.

Your score of Energy level
is 52 %

Personal Well-
being

31 %

Physical
symptoms

72 %

improvable moderate medium good very good

You do that well

+ You feel healthy and well-balanced. This also has a positive effect on areas such as concentration and
resilience.

This is where your potential lies

– In order to get going in the mornings, you obviously need much longer nowadays than previously. To
get a better start in the mornings, try doing a few gymnastics (2-3 exercises) and drink a glass of
fresh water: the benefits will come by doing this regularly!

– Your physical condition sometimes makes you uneasy. Maybe it's time to finally do something about it
and to find out the reasons why you're not feeling your best. A check-up with your family doctor
might be a good place to start.

– The way you feel has worsened in the last 2-3 years. To exert a more active influence on your sense of
well-being and your mood, plan activities that really make you feel good (relaxation, sports, wellness,
etc.)

– You feel physically drained at the moment. Allow yourself more time to undertake activities you really
enjoy (i.e. without any compulsion or commitment). You'll soon see how good it feels to actively
'recharge'.
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Detailed evaluation Hans Muster

Mental Stress
Mental demands are a measure of the quantitative amount of work we do, the
challenges that arise from that work, and how we deal with them. Neither being under-
nor over-challenged is good for our health. The thresholds here are very individual and
can therefore be determined only subjectively.

Your score of Mental Stress
is 57 %

Workload 50 %

Stress 64 %

improvable moderate medium good very good

You do that well

+ Despite a high level of stress and a demanding work pace, you are able to switch off well in the
evening. This is important for recovery and regeneration and substantially lowers your risk of
suffering from a stress-related illness.

This is where your potential lies

– At the moment, your workload and pace are putting so much pressure on you that your health is at
risk. Speak with your team and/or supervisors and try to find a solution together for reducing stress
at work.

– You often make mistakes. This might be a consequence of a high stress level. Try to identify possible
sources of stress in your workday (noise, temperature, light, colleagues). If necessary, speak with the
persons involved.
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Detailed evaluation Hans Muster

Productivity
Our productivity depends to a great extent on our mental and physical constitution.
These vary widely from person to person. The results show how strongly the above-
mentioned dimensions (health behaviour, energy level and mental demands) affect our
productivity.

Your score of Productivity
is 58 %

Concentration 50 %

Handling of
Information

67 %

improvable moderate medium good very good

This is where your potential lies

– During the past month, you have needed more time than usual to complete your tasks. This may be
due to a reduced ability to concentrate. Try to take short, active breaks (about 1-2 minutes) during
your workday. Standing up and moving around every 30 to 60 minutes has been demonstrated to
improve concentration. Find out about the benefits of short breaks at www.micropause.ch.

– During the past month, you've often had to go back and correct your work after making careless
errors. In general, your concentration wanes as the day wears on. With little tricks, for example short
breaks from work, you can counteract this problem. Find out about the benefits of short breaks at
www.micropause.ch.

– You claim that your work performance was often affected by health problems in the past month. Take
care to practise a balanced life style in which sufficient attention is given to your health and
wellbeing.
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